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A general method is presented for tinding necessary and sutlicient conditions in 
order that a complex-valued function be represented as an integral of a given 
integrand with respect to some bounded nonnegative measure on the real axis. 
Extensions of the method to Hilbert space representations and multivariant 
representations are noted. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let s range over a subset of the complex numbers C, 1 range over the 
real numbers UT?, and h(s, A) be a given complex-valued function. By solving 
the moment problem for h we mean finding necessary and sufficient con- 
ditions on a complex-valued function f(s) in order that there exist a non- 
decreasing bounded integrator w(A) so that 
f(s) = jm h(s, A) dw(l). --a, 
Examples of integrands we treat are 
( > 
1 h(s, /I)= e-15-, h(s,I)= z 
h(s, ;i) = cos(d), h(s, A) = s + A ln(s - A), 
as well as the classical integrands 
h(s, A) = eCL, 
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Starting with a given integrand, our method proceeds by constructing a 
kernel k(s,, s2) from h(s, A.) considered as a function of its first argument. 
Only certain operations are allowed in this construction as described in 
detail in Section 1. This problem of constructing the correct kernel for h is 
at the heart of our approach and is fundamentally linked to the problem of 
solving a certain class of functional equations. In Section 4 we present this 
class along with 10 solutions for various parameter choices. 
Mimicking the kernel construction for a candidate functionf(s) leads to 
our main condition for representability, namely that the resulting kernel be 
positive (definite or indefinite). The proof draws on the theory of reproduc- 
ing kernel spaces. We present the appropriate information on these spaces 
in Sections 2 and 3. 
Our results and methods parallel those found in Dunford and Schwartz, 
Part II, pages 125&1256 [1963]. Overall our approach is a continuation 
and an extension of that taken by A. Devinatz [1950]-[1960]. However, 
the main constructions in those works can be done once and for all by 
using the Nagy Principle Theorem [ 19601. In Section 3 we present a new 
generalization of the Nagy result appropriate to our extensions. For the 
balance of this introduction we give the Devinatz/Nagy prototypic solution 
of the moment problem with integrand h(s, A) = A”, s = 0, 1,2, . . . . In this 
case the kernel construction is simply 
MS,, sd=S(si +dr 
and the functional equation solved by h(s, 1) = 1” is 
us, + sz, A) = MS, 2 1) Q,, 1). 
BY a *-semi-group with unit u we mean a set S = {u, r, s, . ..} along with 
an associative binary operation . and an idempotent unary operation * 
satisfying 
(r.s)*=s*.r*, , U*=U 
and 
u.r=reu=r, for all r c S. 
A *-representation of a *-semi-group in a Hilbert space A means a family 
( F,: r E S} of bounded linear operators on ii such that 
Fu=I, T,s=TrTs, i+p=p, for all r, s E S. 
Let H be a subspace of fi and P be the orthogonal projection of B onto 
H. The compression T of an operator p in @ is an operator in H defined by 
dom( T) = H n dom( F) 
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and 
TX = PFx, x E dom( T). 
From the point of view of the operator T, the operator T is a dilation. We 
signify this relationship by the notation T= pr, T or just by T= prF when 
H is understood. An operator T and its compression T have the same weak 
values on their common domain, 
(TX, y>= <p% Y>= (TX, Y>, for all x E dom( T), y E H. 
Compressing each member of a family { Fr:: r E S} of operators in & results 
in a family T, = pr, Tr of operators in H. The well-known theorem of 
Nagy [ 19601 about these families of operators is given next. We incor- 
porate a weakening of an original Nagy condition due to Masani [ 19781, 
and independently to Szafraniec [ 1977b]. 
THEOREM. A family of bounded linear operators { T,: r E S} in a complex 
Hilbert space H indexed by a * -semi-group S may be dilated to a *-represen- 
tation ( ?; : r E S> qf S by bounded operators 1 T,;,I < M, zf and only tf the 
following conditions are satisfied. 
(a) T,=A 
(b) C:=, con=, ( T,+xi, Xi) 3 0 for all choices n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . sio S, 
xi E H, and 
(c) 0 < T,,,,,, < A45 . T,.,, 
A consequence of this theorem and of the Spectral Theorem for self- 
adjoint operators is the following solution to a variant of the moment 
problem of Hamburger [1920]. 
THEOREM. Necessary and sufficient conditions on the sequence 
{a, : n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) 
of real numbers in order that it be the moment of a non-trivial bounded 
measure dw 
N’ a, = 1” dw(l) 
--MI 
is that a, # 0, that 
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for all n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . and all choices of complex numbers a,, ul, . . . . a,,, and 
that 
la 2n+2rl GWla2A3 for all n, 
for some constant M, independent of n. 
ProoJ Necessity is shown by assuming the representation and 
calculating 
as required. Additionally 
la 
For sufficiency, start by dividing each term by a, if necessary in order to 
assume without loss of generality that a0 = 1. Let H be the l-dimensional 
Hilbert space of complex numbers, let S be the *-semi-group of the non- 
negative integers under addition with n* = n, and define T,, : H + H for 
nESby 
T,,a=a,a. 
Assuming the stated conditions on the sequence (an}? implies that the 
hypothesis of the Nagy theorem is true. Let ( F” : n = 0, 1,2, .__ > be a 
dilation of {T,, : n = 0, 1,2, . ..} to bounded operators in some dilation space 
i? By the *-representation property, p, is a self-adjoint operator bounded 
by M, and T” = ( Fil )“. Let (E, > E, be the orthogonal resolution of the 
identity corresponding to Tr. Then for 1 E H we have 
a,= (T,l, l)= (Fnl, l)=s_M: 1”(dE,f, 1). 
I 
The conclusion follows by taking dw(A) = ( dEn 1, 1). 
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1. ARGUMENT EXTENSION-SPREADS 
The Nagy theorem has been widely generalized. There are versions for 
Banach Algebras (Stinespring [1955], Masani [1978]), for Banach Spaces 
(Stroescu [1973]), for Topological Vector Spaces and I/H spaces 
(Loynes [ 1965]), for dual spaces of linear spaces (Gorniak and Weron 
[1976]), for *semi-groups without unit (Szafraniec [1977]) and more. We 
propose here a new generalization in a rather different direction. We view 
the *-semi-group of Nagy’s development as one possible method for 
increasing the number of arguments of the operator family r(.) from one to 
two. Our generalization addresses other possibilities for increasing the 
number of arguments. 
By a *-parameter set S we mean a set S = (u, r, s, t, . ..} along with an 
idempotent unary operator *, r** = r, and at least one *-fixed element U, 
U* = U. Of course any set can be a *-parameter set simply by defining r* = r 
for all members r of the set. Often a * -parameter set will have additional 
algebraic or topological structures. This may be exploited on an individual 
basis. 
Let 9 denote the class of all linear operators on Hilbert spaces 
2 = u L(H), H a Hilbert space, 
H 
and let Q(S) denote the collection of all functions T(.) defined on S and 
taking values in the set of linear operators on some Hilbert space, 
By a linear argument dimensionality extender, or simply a linear spread, on 
a subset &@ c 52(S) we mean a function F(., ., .): 9 x S2 + 2 having the 
form 
F( Tt.1, r, s) = 2 cp(r, s) T( g,(r, s)), r, sES, 
p=l 
for some fixed list of complex-valued functions cp: S* + @ and binary 
operations g,: S2 + S, p = 1, 2, . . . . N. The positive integer N is the order 
of F, 
A linear spread of infinite order may be defined as a limiting case of 
finite ordered spreads as follows. In many of our applications the operator 
family T(.) is in fact a complex valued function, as was the case in the 
introductory example. Then an integral of the form 
F( T(.), r, s) = s cp(rT s) T(g,(r, 3)ddp) 9 
40!9/130/1-18 
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is meaningful given a measure dp on the parameter p. Such an integral, 
con-vergent in the uniform operator topology and not reducible to a finite 
sum, is an infinite ordered linear spread. 
By the conjugate linear spread F- to F we mean 
F-(T(.), r, s)= 2 cp(ry s) T(g,(r, s)), 
p=l 
and by F( T(.*), r, s) we mean 
F(T(.*), r, s)= f cp(r, $1 T(g,*(r, s)). 
p=l 
These are for F of finite order. Their infinite order counterparts are defined 
similarly. 
Much is to be gained by the use of a simplified and suggestive notation. 
Toward this end we make the following notational definitions: 
T(ros)=F(T(.),r,s), 




In the event that the functions F( T( -), ., s) and F( T( .), r, .) belong to 9 as 
functions of their second and third arguments respectively, then 
F(F(T(.), ., s), u, w), and respectively F(F( T(.), r, .), u, w), are defined. In the 
simplified notation these become 
and 
Similar considerations apply to T(r 0 (s o (t o u))) and T(r o ((s o t) o u)), and 
so on. We refer to this infinity of functions as the descendants of T and 
denote the class by F-. 
It must be stressed that these notations are formal only; no binary 
operation 0 exist here. Symbols such as r 0 s and (r o s)* have meaning only 
to the extent that T(r 0 s) and T((r 0 s)*) are defined. 
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A *-semi-group S, with binary operation written r. s, gives rise to a 
linear spread of order 1. Let c(r, s) be a complex-valued function on S x S 
satisfying 
c(u, s) = c(s, 24) = s, C(r, s) = c(s*, r*), 
and 
c(r, s) c(r es, 2) = c(s, t) c(r, s . t). 
Taking c(r, s) = 1 identically for example fulfills these conditions. Another 
possibility for c( ., .) on S = (0, 1 } is the following 
in which a is arbitrary. In any case putting 
T(rOs)=c(r,s) T(r.s) 
defines a linear spread on Q(S). When c(r, s) = 1 identically we refer to this 
as the semi-group spread. 
As an illustration of a second order linear spread, let S be the non-real 
complex numbers along with 0. Take as a unary operation complex con- 
jugation, r* = r. Let 9 be the collection of operator families T(r) for which 
the limit 
lim rT(r) -ST(S) 
SES, 
r-s r-s ’ (1.1) 
exists, that is, for which C(r) is differentiable. With cI(r, s)=r/(r-s), 
cz(r, s) = s/(s - r), g,(r, s) = r, and g,(r, s) = s, T(r 0 s) becomes 
T(ros)=I T(r)+S T(s), for r#s. 
r-s s-r 
We take T(r 0 s) to be the limit of this for r = s. In particular 
T(0 0 0) = Iilio T(r). 
We refer to this as the resolvent spread. 
For an infinite order example let S be the non-negative real numbers 
with r* = r and u = 0. For v > 0 let T(v + l/2) denote the familiar gamma 
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function and let d(r, s, p) denote the area of the triangle with sides of 
length r, s, p when such a triangle exists. Then put 
= 22” - (5’2)r2(v + l/2) 
&r(v) 
(rsp)’ - 2v A’” - 2(r, s, p), 
if A(r, s, p) is defined and put c(r, s, p) =0 if it is not defined. Take 




F(Tt.1, r, s) = s a c(r, s, P) T(P) dp(p). (1.2) 0 
where, as discussed above, one situation in which this integral is 
meaningful is when T(p) is an operator on the one dimensional space C of 
complex numbers for then T(p) is itself a complex-valued function of p. In 
the sequel we will encounter much more general occurrences of the integral. 
Since Jg c(r, s, p) dp(p) = 1, it follows that the integral (1.2) converges 
when 7’(-) is measurable and essentially bounded, cf. Cholewinski, Haimo, 
and Nussbaum [ 19701 p. 270, and is referred to as the Delsarte con- 
volution of T by them. We shall refer to this example of a linear spread as 
the Hankel spread. 
We say linear spread F defined on 9 x S2 is regular on T if the set of its 
descendants F is in 2, F c 9, and RI-R3 below hold for all L E Y. 
(Rl) L(rou)=L(uor)=L(r). 
(R2) L(ro(sot))=L((ros)ot). 
(R3) L((r 0 s)*) = L(s* 0 r*). 
Similarly we say F is commutative on T if for all L E 5 
(C) L(ros)=L(sor), all r, s. 
THEOREM 1.1. If F is regular on T, then 
T(rouos)= T(uoros)= T(ros), 
and 
T((sE w)*or)= T((w*os*)or). 
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Proof: Since F( T(.), ., s) satisfies Rl, 
T((r~u)~s)=F(T(~),r~u,s)=F(T(~),r,s)=T(r~s). 
A similar argument proves the second assertion. 
We give here several regular and commutative spreads. Unless otherwise 
noted, the verifications of the descendant requirement or of the other 
requirements (Rl-R3, C) are straightforward calculations. In these exam- 
ples, S is a given subset of the complex plane, + is addition of complex 
numbers, and * is complex conjugate r* = F. 
(Sl) T(ros)=T(r+s), S=[O, a), r*=r, u=O, g=Q(S). 
(S2) T(ros)=T(r+s), S=(-ico,ioo), r*=f, u=O, 9=Q(S). 
(S3) T(ros)= T([rP+sP]l’p), S= [0, co), r*=r, u=O, p>O, 
9 = Q(S). 
(S4) T(r~s)=T(r+s+ars), S=(-co, co), r*=r, 24=0, a real, 
9 = Q(S). 
(S5) T(ros)=T((r+s)/(l+(rs/a*))), S=[O,co), r*=r, u=O, 
a>o, 9=s2(S). 
(S6) T(ros)= r(min(r,s)), S= [0, 11, r*=r, u= 1, g=Q(S). 
(S7) The resolvent spread described above. Closure under descen- 
dancy follows if both F( T(-), ., s) and F( T(.), r, .) are in 9 when r(-) is in 
9. Concentrating on the former, F( T(.), ,, s) will be in 9 if 
1 r C(r) -ST(S) ( > , for r # s, rF( T( .), r, s) = r-s r(rT(r))‘, for r =s, 
is differentiable as a function of r. But as a function of a complex variable, 
rT(r) has derivatives of all orders since it is itself differentiable. Therefore 
rF(T(.), r, s) is obviously differentiable. A similar argument applies to 
F(Z7.h r, .). 
The verification of Rl-R3 and C for this example is a tedious but 
straightforward exercise. 
(S8) B=all Tea(S) such that T(-r)=T(r), S=(-00, co), 
r* = r, zf = 0, T(ro s) = +T(s + r) + fT(s - r). 
(S) 9 as above, T(-r)=T(r), S=(-co,cn), r*=r, u=O, 
T(ros)=$T((r3+s3)113+4T((s3-r3)1/3). 
(NO) The Hankel spread as above. To show descendancy, recall that 
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we are taking 9 to be the set of measurable and essentially bounded 
complex-valued functions T(p). Then 
The inner integral is bounded and measurable by the Fubini Theorem and 
therefore so is the outer integral. By trivial induction, descendancy follows. 
Commutativity is immediate and so is (R3) since c(., ., .) is real. The other 
requirements of regularity are demonstrated in Faulkner and Shonkwiler 
[ 1978b] p. 112, see also Cholewinski and Haimo [ 19661. Briefly for t non- 
negative let 
h(t)=2’-1’2r(v+ l/2) t”‘~‘~“Jy~l,*(f) 
where J, is the Bessel’s function of order v. Then both T(ro (so t)) and 
T( (v 0 s) 0 t) are equal to 
oc cc 
5 s T(u) h(sw) h(tw) h(rw) h(ow) dp(w) d/?(v). 0 0 
Our last result of this section shows that effectively all first order linear 
spreads are semi-group spreads. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let F be a first order linear spread with c(., .) identically 
1. If F is regular on its domain 9 x S2 and if for each pair r, s E S, r # s, 
there is a TE 9 so that T(r) # T(s), then F is a semi-group spread. Conver- 
sely, a semi-group spread is regular. 
Proof: We are given that T(r 0 s) = T( g(r, s)) for some binary operation 
g. It follows rather immediately from the hypothesis that g is a *-semi- 
group operation. The converse is also easily seen. 
THEOREM 1.3. A semi-group spread for which r* = r is also commutative. 
Proof: Immediate from R3. 
2. POSITIVE KERNELS AND REPRODUCING KERNEL SPACES 
A function of two variables is often referred to as a kernel. Given a linear 
spread F on 9 and an operator family TE 9 we will always take the kernel 
associated with it to be 
K(r, s) = T(r* 0 s), 
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in which case K(r, s) is a linear operator for each pair r, s E S. There have 
been many generalizations of the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces 
studied by Aronszajn [ 19503 including one introduced by us, 
Shonkwiler [1980]. For completeness we list here the salient points 
referring the proofs to those works. 
Let S be a *-parameter set and H be a complex Hilbert space with dense 
linear manifold H,. Let L(H,) denote the collection of linear operators 
(possibly unbounded) in H whose domains dom( T) 2 H, contain H,. By a 
reproducing kernel space (RKS) 2 over H we mean an inner-product space 
of functions #(.): S + H along with a kernel K: S x S + L(H,) such that for 
r E S and XE H,, K(., r)xE X’ and the reproducing property holds, 
(4.h K(., r) x).~ = <d(r), xjH. 
When H = @ is the one dimensional space of complex numbers, then X 
is exactly the reproducing kernel Hilbert space studied by Aronszajn. In 
this event, K(r, s) is a complex number as are the vectors x, and the inner- 
product (x, u) is the complex product xl;. 
THEOREM. Let (2, K, H) be a RKS. Then K is positive, that is 
i f (K(rj, ri) x;, x,> 3 0, 
i=,j=, 
for alln=l,2 ,..., {r ,,..., r,}cSand {x, ,..., x,}cH,. 
THEOREM. A positive kernel is Hermitian symmetric, that is 
dom K*(s, r) 3 HO and on H,, K*(s, r) = K(r, s). 
Conversely, given a positive kernel it is always possible to construct a 
RKS for which it is the reproducing kernel. In this construction, due to 
Moore [1935], the space consists of the set X of functions of the form 
4t.J = f K(., r,) xi 
i= I 
for n = 1,2, ,.., {r,, . . . . r,} c S, and {x,, . . . . x,} c H,. The inner-product is 
defined by 
f Kt.3 ri) Xiv 2 Kl.3 sj) .Y/- 
,=l j=l > 
= jgl ,,!* (K(si, ri) xi, ,v~). 
Besides positivity and Hermitan symmetry a kernel may possess other 
properties. We say a kernel factors if for x E H,, K(u, s)x E dom K(r, U) and 
K(r, s)x = K(r, u) K(u, s)x, all r, SE S. 
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If a factoring kernel is also Hermitian symmetric, then it is positive. More 
generally, we say a kernel is Cartesian if there is a family T(.): S -+ L(H,) of 
linear operators on H such that for XE H,,, T(s)x~dom T*(r) and 
K(r, s)x= P(r) T(s)x. 
Such a kernel is always positive, 
i f CKtri, rj) xj, xi> =I (T*(ri) T(rj) xj, xi> 
i=l j=l i, i 
= ( i T(r,) Xj> f T(r;) Xi) 
j= 1 i=l 
A factoring, Hermitian symmetric kernel is Cartesian with T(r) = K(u, r). 
Conversely, a Cartesian kernel, K(r, s) = P(r) T(s), with T(u) = Z 
factors. In fact then 
K(r, s) = T*(r) T(s) = (T*(r) T(u))(T*(u) T(s)) 
= K(r, u) K(u, s). 
Now suppose that the generator T(.) of a Cartesian kernel is a function 
of a self-adjoint operator A on H, T(r) = h(r, A). Then T is representable in 
terms of the E( H)-valued measure dE,, 
T(r) = 1 Nr, 1) dE, 
J-cc 
where E,, - co B ;1 Q co, is the resolution of the identity (spectral function) 
corresponding to A, E, is a monotone nondecreasing function of Iz, 
lim E, =O, lim E, = Z, 
A---m I++00 
lim El = E, 
AlAO 
E,tEp = EmincA, p)y and A = I O” dE,. -a, 
It is well-known that a multiplicative functional calculus may be based 
upon such a resolution of the identity, see McKelvey [1965]. Therefore 
K(r, s) = T*(r) T(s) = Irn h(r, 2) h(s, 1) dE,. 
-co 
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We refer to a kernel which is expressible as the integral of some spectral 
function in this fashion as a spectral kernel. By setting T(r) = j h(r, A) dE>,, 
we see that a spectral kernel is always Cartesian. 
In the event that a B(H)-valued measure dw(l) does not arise from a 
spectral function it is still possible to generate a kernel from it. By analogy 
with stochastic processes, Gikhman and Skorokhod [ 19691, p. 200, let 
(Q, A, w) be a bounded non-negative B(H)-valued measure space and let 
X(r, .): Q -+ @ be square summable for each r E S. By a covariunce kernel we 
mean a kernel admitting the representation 
K(r, s) = j’” X(r, A) x(s, 2) dw(l). 
--m 
As we have already seen, if the measure is orthogonally scattered (a spec- 
tral measure), then K is positive. 
THEOREM. A covariance kernel is direction positive, that is given x E H, 
then for xi = CI~X, and ri E S, i = 1, . . . . n, we have 
Proof When the x’s and r’s as specified, the left member of the 
inequality is 
This latter is non-negative by assumption on w. 
COROLLARY. A complex-valued covariance kernel is positive. 
Proof: The complex numbers @ are a one dimensional Hilbert space. 
EXAMPLE. Take S = { 0, 1,2, . . . >, H = C, and define the operator T,, on 




and K is a covariance kernel. The reproducing kernel space L@ for K is the 
completion of the set 
&= ,(+g s+nyy+ l i :FqE{O,1,2 )... },cr[EC,p=l,2 )... I I 
with inner product as 
Observe that K does not factor; therefore also K is not Cartesian. However 
in 2, the completion of X0, define T,, by continuous extension to all of X 
the operator 
Tn i~,s+,“:+l)=,~~s+n~~n,+l~ ( 
(translation by n). The kernel x((m, n) = FzT,, is Cartesian in 2 and 
@O, 0) = z Putting &(s) = l/(s + l), then 
In the next section we show that the constructions of this example are 
completely general. 
3. KERNEL DILATION 
We now give our generalization of the Nagy Principle Theorem. 
KERNEL DILATION THEOREM. Let S be a *-parameter set and let F be a 
linear spread on 9 x S2 the maximal domain for which F can be defined, Let 
K(r, s) = T(r* 0 s) be the kernel of an operator family T: S + L(H,) in 9. If 
(1) T(u)=L 
(2) F is regular and commutative on T, and 
(3) K is positive, 
then T has a dilation T to a family of operators on an extension space 
RX H. F is regular and commutative on T and the kernel &r, s) = p(r* 0 s) 
is Hermitian symmetric, and dilates K. The dilated kernel K factors and the 
operator family p commutes on a common, dense linear manifold of fi. 
If in addition H,, is separable, and K(r, r) is a bounded operator for each 
r, and either (i) S is countable, or (ii) S is a separable topological space and 
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K(r, s) is continuous as a function of r and s, then there is an orthogonal 
spectral function Ei and complex-valued functions a(-, .): Sx R + C 
measurable relative to dE, so that 
&r, s) = F*(r) T(s) = j_“, ti(r, A) a(s, A) dE,. 
Proof: First note that by the regularity of T and the definition of K, F is 
regular on K(t, .). Following the Moore construction, let I? be the com- 
pletion of the inner-product space 8, of functions c$(.): S -+ H of the form 
d(.)= i KC., ri) xi, r,ES, X,E H, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
i= I 
The given space HO may be embedded in fi, by identifying 
xc-) K(., u)x. 
At this point assume that F is of finite order; the infinite order case will 
be treated later. Define F(s) formally on R, by setting 
F(s) f K(t, wi)xi= i K(t,sowi)x, 
i= 1 ,=I 
= f i cp(s, wi) K(t, g,(s, will xi 
(3.1) 
p=lr=l 
Also define &r, s) formally on fi,, by 
@r, s) i K(t, wi) xi 
i= 1 
= 2 K(t,r(*os)owi)xi 
i= I 
,I N N 
= 1 C 1 c,(r*, s) c,(g,(r*, s), wi) 
i=lp=l y=l 
X K(t, g,(g,(r*, S)Y Wi)) Xi (3.2) 
Thus both T(s) d(.) and &r, s) $(.) are in RO when 4 E BO. At this time we 
must regard these definitions as formal until it can be shown that they are 
independent of the particular representations of the function q4 E R,. 
First it follows directly from Theorem 1.1 that T(s) = &u, s) and 
T(r*) = &r, U) on RO. Next we show that formally for 4, $ E R,, 
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Without loss of generality we may take K(t, r) x in place of I$, and ~(t, w) y 
for $. Then 
(at, rb, &, s) K(f, w) y) = (K(4 r)x, F(K(t, .), s, w) y) 
= p,(s, w)(W4 r)x, at, g,(s, w) Y) 
= ;: c,C% WI <N&As, WI, rb, Y> 
= (PK(S 0 w, r)x, y) 
= (T((sZ W)*or)X, y)). 
By Theorem 1.1 and R2 this latter is the same as 
(T(w*~(s*~r))x, y). 
But also, 
O%, u) K(4 r)x, fGf, w) y) = VW4 .), s*, rb, K(f, w) Y 1 
= C c,(s*, rKK(w, g,b*, r))x, y> 
=&( w, s*or)x, Y> 
= (T(w* 0 (s* 0 r))x, y), 
completing the demonstration. 
To obtain the factorization property formally, consider the calculation 
for K(t, w)x, 
R(r,s)K(t, w)x=K(t, (r*os)ow)x=K(t, r*o(sow))x 
= F(r*) K(t, so w)x = T(r*) T(s) K(t, w)x. 
Factorization on i;,, now follows by extending this calculation to sums of 
terms K(t, w)x. 
As a consequence of what we have proved so far, we obtain Hermitian 
symmetry on R, formally. In fact for 4 E R,, also @r, s)& i?(r, u)$, and 
E((u, s)d E fiO and similarly for $ # A,. Therefore 
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We can now show that the formal definitions are in fact well-defined. 
Suppose 
.gl Ktr9 vi)xi= f K(t9 wj) Vj 
J=l 
are two representations for the same function 4 E ii,. Then for any $ E R, 
we have 
( ( 
E(r, S) f K(t, Ui)Xi- 2 K(z, wj)Yj 9 II/ 
i=l j=l > > 
= i K(t, ui)xivj!l K(t, wj).Yj, xtsY r, $)=O' 
i=l 
Since RO is dense in fi, it follows that 
&, s) f K(t, ui) xi= &, s) f K(t, wj)yj. 
i= 1 j= 1 
We now show that K is a dilation of K. For K( t, w) x E no, 
pK(t, w)x = K(u, w)x = K(t, u) K(u, w)x. 
We wish to prove that 
pi?(r, s) K(t, u)x= K(r, s) K(t, u)x= K(r, s)x. 
For arbitrary K(t, U) y E H ( y identified in RO), 
(p&r, s) K(t, u)x, K(t, u) y) = (R(r, s) K(t, u)x, pK(t, u) y) 
= t@u, $1 K(f, u)x, &(u, r) K(t, u) Y) 
= (K(t, sou)x, K(t, rou)y) 
= tKt& SIX, K(t, r) y) = (K(r, SIX, Y> 
proving the assertion. 
Next we show that T(r) and T(S) commute on ii,-,. It suffices to show 
this for K(t, w)x as before. Thus 
T(r) T(s) K(t, w)x= p(r) K(t, so w)x 
=K(t,ro(s~w))x=K(t,(ros)ow)x 
=K(t, (sor)ow)x= T(s) T(r) K(t, w)x 
since F is regular on K(t, .). This proves the assertion. 
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We have now demonstrated that T(.) is a commuting family of operators 
on R, and that p*(r) 1 F(r*). That F is regular and commutative on T 
follows in that T is defined as one of the algebraic objects in Y the descen- 
dants of T. For example 
T((r+u)K(t, w)x=K(t, ((r~s)~u)~w)x 
=K(t, (r~(s~u))~w)x 
= T(r+u))K(t, w)x 
by regularity of F on T. The other requirements for regularity and com- 
mutativity are seen to follow similarly. 
There remains only to show the integral representation in case (i) and 
(ii) hold. In either case K is bounded and so also is the family T. Therefore 
by the properties proved above, T is commuting family of normal 
operators. Assume (ii) holds and let 
K,= {x,, x2, ...I 
be a countable dense subset of H, and let 
So = (r,, r2, . ..> 
be a countable dense subset of S. Then the collection 
f K(~,rj)xj:rj~S,,xj~Ko,n=l,2,... 
j=l 
is the countable union of countable sets and so is itself countable. Further 
by the assumption of boundedness of K(r, r) and its continuity as a 
function of its arguments, the set & is dense in i?,. In fact since 
II@, rb-0, s)AIH 
< IIK(r, r)x-KK(r, r)yllH+ IlO, r)Y-KK(r, s)yllH 
G IlK(r, r)ll IL-AH+ IIK(r, r)y-K(rTs)AIH+O 
as s -+ r and y -+x, it follows that 
IIK(., r)x-K(., rj)xjlln+O as j-+cc 
for a sequence r, -+ r in S and xj -+ x in H,,. Therefore A is a separable 
Hilbert space. Now by application of well-known results for commuting 
families of normal operators in a separable space, cf. Riesz and Sz. 
Nagy [ 19553 p. 360, there is a single self-adjoint operator, A say, and, 
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corresponding to each operator T(r), a complex-valued function a(r, A) of 
the real variable ,I such that 
T(r) = a(r, A). 
Letting EA, -co <A < co, be the resolution of the identity for A, the 
functions a(r, 2) are measurable with respect to the measure dE,, lot. cit., 
and 
T(r) = a(r, A) = sa: a(r, I) dE,. 
-cc 
We now note the modifications necessary for a spread of infinite order. 
As before F(S) and @r, S) are defined on R,-, by (3.1) and (3.2). However, 
for an infinite ordered spread their images will not remain in fiO. Therefore 
let ff denote the linear span of elements in R, along with limits of the form 
I cp(ry ~1 MC g,(r, $1)~ Mp), XGH. .Y 
Next extend the definition of i= to & by setting 
= s cph w)I c&r, g,h ~1) .9 9 
x K(G g&r, g,k ~1) x b(q) @(PI 
= s ,~ cpk w) F(r) Ml, g,b, w)b 40) 
formally. Because this is the same as K(t, r 0 (s 0 w))x = K( t, (r 0 s) o w)x, the 
formulas T(S) = k(u, S) and F(r) = z(r, U) on I?, remain valid. Also 
because of the third member of this definition, the equality 
remains valid for 4, $ E fi. Since the factorization property derives from 
regularity, it too is valid here. 
Next Hermitian symmetry on A, follows as before since 
&(u, s)#= F(.(~)d~fi for d~/?~. Then in the same manner as before these 
formal definitions are seen to be well-defined. This even applies to the 
extended definitions on fi for if 
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both converging to the same element of I@, then for all $ E i;rO 
(F(b) m(r, s) - F(b) m(v, w), $) = (m(r, s) - m(u, w), T(b*)J/) = 0 
and so 
T(b) m(r, s) = T(b) m(u, w). 
Now all goes through just as before. 
COROLLARY. Let S be a subset of the complex numbers and let F be a 
linear spread regular and commutative for the complex function f(s). If 
K(r, s) = f (r* 0 s) is continuous as a function of r and s, positive and f (u) # 0, 
then there exists an integrand a(r, A), Bore1 measurable in 1, and a non- 
negative boundedfunction w so that 
f(s) = j_“, a(s, A) dw(l). 
Proof We may assume without loss of generality that f(u) = 1. All 
conclusions follow from the theorem and its proof by taking 
w(l)= (E,K(t, u)l, K(t, u)l). 
EXAMPLE. Let H = @ be the one dimensional space of complex numbers 
whose vectors will be denoted by x, y, . . . . then (x, v) = xJ. Next let X be 
the Hilbert space of all Hellinger integrable functions on [0, l] vanishing 
at the origin, see MacNearney Cl9601 
X= f: [O, 1]+63: f(O)=0 and jdG<a}. 
Take as the parameter set the unit interval, S= [0, 11, let a= 1, and set 
r* = r. Take as the linear spread F example (S6) of the previous section 
F(f(.), r, s) =f(min(r, s)). 
Finally as the given operator family of the theorem take the identity 
function i: S + L(H), 
i(r)x = rx. 
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Then the kernel K(r, s) = i(r* 0 s) is 
K(r, s)x = min(r, s)x, and K(u, u)x = x. 
Also K is positive definite, in fact K is the reproducing kernel for the 
reproducing kernel space 2, 
K(., r)xcX, forallrES,andxEH, 
and the reproducing property holds, lot. cit., 
(fly), K(., rb) =f(r).f= (S(r), x>. 
However K does not factor since 
K(r, s)x = min(r, s)x, 
while 
K(r, 1) K( 1, s)x = min(r, 1) min( 1, s)x = rsx. 
So we seek the dilation of K. With PO as in the theorem, then its 
completion is exactly the Hellinger space Z above. For #E I?,, 
d(t) = 2l~= 1xjK(r, wj), 
l(s)4 = 2 x,K(t, min(s, w,)) = i xj min(t, s, w,), 
/=I /=I 
and 
R(r, s)q4 = i x,K(t, min(r, s, w,)) = i xi min(t, r, s, w,). 
,=I ,=I 
Further H is identified in 2 as the functions 
x - K(t, u)x, 
and so the orthogonal projection i’ onto H is 
hW) = d(u) = K(r, u) d(u). 
Now the conclusions of the theorem hold for i and K, namely, 
prF= K 
and R factors 
iT(r, s) d(-) = Qr, 24) Q(u, s) f$(.). 
409/130/l-19 
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The dilated family {T(r): r E S> is a commuting family of self-adjoint 
operators (because r* = r), and F is regular and commutative on 2. In fact ^ i 
is the resolution of the identity guaranteed by the theorem, 
if 1> 0, 
if O<k 1, 
if A>l. 






R(r, s) =i(r)i(s) = Ia ti(r, A) a(.~, L) dE, 
-03 
In closing observe that a(., .) satisfies the relation 
F(a(., J.), r, s) = u(min(r, s), 2) = a(r, 2) a($, 1). 
We will see in the next section that this is to be expected. 
4. PRODUCT FUNCTIONAL EQUATION 
In this section S will be a subset of the complex plane and * will denote 
complex conjugate, r* = F. 
By a product functional equation we mean a functional equation of the 
form 
FM.), r, s)= h(r) h(s), 
in which F is a linear spread. A complex-valued function h: S + @ is a 
product functional solution (PFS) for F if the equation above holds for all 
r, s E S. We are interested in product functional solutions which depend 
upon an additional real parameter, I say, We write this dependence 
explicitly as h(s, A). 
As examples we give product functional solutions for the list of regular, 
commuting linear spreads of Section 1 along with the product functional 
equations they solve, see Acztl [ 19661, p. 79-82. 
(Sl) h(s, A) = A”, h(r + s, A) = h(r, A) = h(s, A), S = [0, co). 
(S2) h(s, A) = esL, h(r + s, A) = h(r, A) h(s, A), S= (-ico, ice). 










h(s, A) = Cns, h((rp + s~)“‘~), A) = h(r, A) h(s, A), S = [0, co). 
h(s,L)=(l+as)“, h(r+s+ars,IG)=h(r,A)h(s,EU), S=(-co, ~0). 
h(s, A)= ((a-s)/(a+s))“, h((r+s)/(l+(rs/a2)), A)=h(r, A) h(s, A), 
s= [O, co). 
h(s,A)=l ifs<I, and =Oifs>A, S=[O,l]. 




also h(s, E.) = cosh(sA). 
h(x, I) = cos(s311), or h(s, A) = cosh(s3A), (l/2) h((s3 + r3(“3), A) + 
(l/2) h((s3 - r3)(“3), A) = h(r, A) h(s, A), S= (- W, co). 
h(s, A) = 2”- 1’21J12 + 1/2)(s~)‘-‘+“*‘J,~,,,(sl), where J, is the 
Bessel’s function of order p. Then, see Cholewinski, et al. [ 19661, 
[ 19701. 
i m Mp, 2) c(r, s, p) h(p) = Nr, A) 45 A), s = [O, cc ). 0 
THEOREM. Let the linear spread F admit a product functional solution 
/I(., A) satisfying h(s, A) = h(s, A) and h(u, A) = 1. Then F is regular and com- 
mutative on all functions f of the form 
f b) = jm Ns, 2) dw(A), -03 
for any real-valued measure dw(A) (positive or not) provided that all the 
integrals 
m n 
s n hi, 2) MA), n = 1, 2, . . . -“*=I 
converge. In addition, tf dw is a positive measure, then the kernel 
K(r, s)= f(r*os) 
is positive. 
Proof Note that by the linearity of F, 
F(f (.), r, s) = s O” F(h(., A), r, s) dw(A) = jrn h(r, A) h(s, A) dw(il). -cc -cc 
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By trivial induction 
cc fl 
fb ,os20 . . . OS") = 
s n 
h(Si, A) dw(L). 
-"i=l 
So F is defined on all descendants of J The other requirements for 
regularity and commutativity now follow straightforwardly. For example 
f((r~S)*)=CCp(Y,S)f(gp*(r,S)) 
P 
I) h(r*, A) dw(l2) 
In the theorem above we refer to w(A) as an interpolant for f relative to h. 
The converse to this result is an open question, even for the first order 
linear spread of example Sl which is regular and commutative on all of 
O(S). Does every function of Q(S) have an interpolant relative to A”? 
MAIN THEOREM. Let F be a linear spread regular and commutative for 
the complex valued function f(s). Zf the kernal K(r, s) = f (r* 0 s) is positive, 
continuous as a function of r and s, and f(u) # 0, then there exists an 
integrand a(r, A), Bore1 measurable in 1, and a non-negative boundedfunction 
w so that 
f(s) = JT, a(s, A) dw(ll). 
The integrand a(r, A) is a product functional solution a.e. with respect to dw 
for the linear spread F. 
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Proof. Let fi, K, E,, and a(s, 1) be as in the proof of the Kernel 
Dilation Theorem. Then 
R(r,s)=jrn a(‘, 1) ~(3, A) dEj.2 
-cc 
and 
F( TC.), r*, s) = R(r, s) = T(r*) T(S). 
Now define the complex-valued function g(2) by 
g(l) = F(a(., A), r*, s) - a(r*, A) a(~, 11, 
and also by this the operator g(A) where A is the self-adjoint operator for 
the spectral function E,. Then for all 4 E dom g(A). 
g(A)4 = jm F(u(., A), r*, s) dE,4 - jrn u(r*, A) (s, A) dE,# 
-cc -Cc 
=F J_“, ( a(., 2) dE,h r*, s > -&r, ~14 
= F( T(.), rk, s)# - &r, s)d 
= K(r, s)d - R(r, s)d =O. 
So that g(A) is the zero operator and 
o= (g(A)49 g(AM) 
= 
I O” IFCat., 2) , r*, 3) -a@*, J.14.c 111’ d(E,#, 4) -02 
Therefore 
F(4., A), r*, s) = u(r*, A) u(s, A) 
for all points of increase of EA and also for dw(l) = (dE, 1, 1). 
DEFINITION. A linear spread F admits a unique most general product 
functional solution H(s, 1) if for any solution h(s, p), there is a connecting 
function .H = ~(1) so that 
m, 2) = h(s, XV)). 
Thus H(s, 1) = e” is the unique most general (non-trivial) solution of 
h(r + s, A) = h(r, A) h(s, A) 
under the side condition of continuity at one point (cf. Aczel, p. 38). 
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COROLLARY. In addition to the hypothesis of the theorem, assume that F 
admits a unique most general solution H(s, A). If for the integrand a(s, A) of 
the theorem, the connecting function ~(1) is summable with respect o w(A), 
a(s, x(A)) = H(s, A), then 
f(s) = jym H(s, A) d+(A) 
for some non-decreasing bounded ti. 
ProoJ: This follows by standard change of variable formula (see Riesz- 
Nagy, p. 128). 
Extensions of the Theory. The techniques of this paper may be extended 
to Hilbert space valued moment problems (see Shonkwiler [ 19841) and to 
multiparameter moment problems. 
f(s,, . . . . s,) = jym -,j:m hb,, . . . . s,; A,, . ..> 4,) Ml,, . . . . U, 
(see Shonkwiler [ 19751, [ 19761). 
In a different direction, both the linear spread and the product functional 
solution can be generalized. Thus derivatives T(“p) may be allowed in the 
linear spread 
f’(Tt.1, r, s) = 2 cp(r, 3) T’“p)(gp(r, ~1). 
p=l 
Finally one can allow a function G(.) in the product functional equation 
F(T(,), r, s) = G(h(r, 1)) G(h(s, A)), 
or even 
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